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ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS/DIRECTIONS:  

Prepare your ART JOURNAL 
for display at the exhibition... 
   

1) Organize your information pages 
and renditions in chronological 
order into a binder with page 
protectors – even pages with info, 
and odd pages with renditions.  
Binders and protectors provided by course fees.  Thank you! 
 

2) Type and print one of these…  
a cover page for the first page.  

 

Cover pages must follow the assigned format for 
display tags and statements.  (See example on back.) 
 

Your statement should address what you tried, 
accomplished, discovered, learned, etc. in the 
process of creating the pages in your ART JOURNAL. 
 

THIS ASSIGNMENT HAS A FIRM DUE DATE OF… 

THURS., JANUARY 24th 
NO LATE WORK WILL BE ACCEPTED/CREDITED. 

TIP:  Hand in your prepared ART JOURNAL before the due date, even if it’s before all AJ assignments are given. 

 

NAME:         PERIOD:  DATE:    

Your assembled ART JOURNAL will be assessed by the following seven (7) criteria… 
 

1 This art journal has the artist’s name clearly, neatly displayed on the front of its cover.  
MISSING/ILLEGIBLE SLOPPY/HARD TO READ… GOOD ENOUGH/LEGIBLE NEATLY/CLEARLY DONE PROFESSIONAL/ATTRACTIVE 

 

2 This art journal is assembled correctly – a correctly oriented binder, correctly oriented page protectors, correctly/securely fastened pages, etc. 
NO NO, but…  YES, but… YES 

 

3 Page one (inside the cover) of this art journal has an 8½ x 11-inch typed cover page (like the example above) inserted into the first page protector.   
NO/MISSING NO, but…  YES, but… YES 

 

4 The cover page follows the assigned format for display tags and statements (like the example above and/or on the reverse).   
INSUFFICIENT/NOT TYPED INCOMPLETE NEEDS FIXING / SPARSE THAT WILL DO PROFESSIONAL LOOKING 

 

5 The pages are in the following order: 1) cover page, 2) info page on the left, 3) corresponding rendition on the right, 4) info page, 5) rendition, etc. 
NO NO, but…  YES, but… YES 

 

6 The info and rendition pages are organized in chronological order – from the earliest assignment to the most recent assignment.  
NO NO, but…  YES, but… YES 

 

7 This art journal contains/includes all ART JOURNAL assignments assigned to the student this semester. 
NO NO, but…  YES, but… YES 

 

Combined assessment: 
 

INSUFFICIENT WEAK OKAY STRONG EXEMPLARY 
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How to Make a DISPLAY TAG & STATEMENT for an Artwork 
 

In the Visual Arts each art object* on display is accompanied by a display tag and a statement. 
*art object  =  a sketchbook,  a portfolio,  or any loose artwork not secured in a book or portfolio 

 

DISPLAY TAGS answer four basic questions frequently asked by viewers: 
 

▪ "WHO made this...?" 

▪ "WHAT'S it called...?" 

▪ "HOW did they make it…?  With what materials…?" 

▪ "WHEN did they make/complete it?” 
 

Display tags can also include information about… 

▪ the PRICE...   (IMPORTANT if the artist is willing to sell the work) 

▪ the DIMENSIONS...  (IMPORTANT if a photo is displayed instead of the actual work) 

▪ the OWNER...  (IMPORTANT if the work is on loan or from someone’s collection) 
 

 

STATEMENTS tell the story behind the artwork and/or the artist. 
 
 

 
Arthur G. West 
 

Black Hills at Sunrise 
 

graphite, collage and acrylic on canvas  
 

January – June 2016 
 
 
 

This painting was made to go in a very specific place. 
 

There is a big blank wall I see every morning at my school.   
One day I realized, "If that wall had been given a large window,  
I would see the Black Hills each morning instead of just a wall." 
 

Sunrises are all about intense displays of color, so I kept the 
drawing simple, but applied colors in the purest form I could. 

 
 
 
 
 

TIPS for Good Display: 
 

 Give each art object (e.g. book, portfolio, canvas, etc.) its own complete display information.   
o This is a standard courtesy to viewers, much like a program or bulletin is when provided at a show.   
o Viewers do not like to have to guess or figure it out for themselves. 

 Always TYPE your display information.  
o Use a legible font that's a comfortable size to read at arm's length. 
o Leave a comfortable margin space around the text. 

 PLAN AHEAD...   
o How will your art be displayed...?  on a table...?  on easels...?  in frames...?  no frames...? 
o How do you want your information displayed? 

▪ on the cover for each book or binder...?   
▪ inside the cover of each book or binder…? 
▪ as separate cards...?   
▪ as folded tents...?   
▪ as a "table of contents" for a collection of work...?   

 

 Print onto card stock or mount the tags onto something stiffer or heavier than standard weight paper. 
 Trim carefully, and print an extra as backup, in case you "hack things up" too much or lose it. 
 NEVER permanently glue, tape, or staple info tags directly onto the surface of your of art! 

A STATEMENT from the artist is 
included within this tag.  Italicizing 
distinguishes the statement from the 
basic tag info.  The statement briefly 
tells the artwork’s story – where the 
idea came from, how the artist made it,  
and/or what it’s about, etc. 

Minimum is the year the 
work was completed, but a 
more specific date is okay. 

Media (materials used) is 
usually all in lower case. 

A title is always underlined 
or italicized.  Here the title is 
also enlarged and bold-
faced to help it stand out. 

Artist’s Name 


